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ACROSS
1: puff filled with cream or custard
5: a condition (mostly in boys) characterized by
behavioral and learning disorders
8: indicate by signs
9: English essayist (1775-1834)
11: mentally or physically infirm with age
13: any plant of the genus Eryngium
14: an expert manner of speaking involving
control of voice and gesture
17: a percussion instrument consisting of a
hollow gourd containing pebbles or beans;
often played in pairs
18: hit a ball in such a way so as to make it go a
short distance
22: a motor vehicle with four wheels; usually
propelled by an internal combustion engine
23: a terrorist organization in Sri Lanka that
began in 1970 as a student protest over the
limited university access for Tamil students;
currently seeks to establish an independent
Tamil state called Eelam; relies on guerilla
strategy including terrorist tactics that target
key government and military personnel
24: a fractional monetary unit of Japan and
Indonesia and Cambodia; equal to one
hundredth of a yen or rupiah or riel
25: not fake or counterfeit
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DOWN
1: harass with persistent criticism or carping
2: group insurance that entitles members to
services of participating hospitals and clinics
and physicians
3: an unabridged dictionary constructed on
historical principles
4: an eleven-sided polygon
5: deserving reward or praise
6: Russian pancake of buckwheat flour and
yeast; usually served with caviar and sour
cream
7: wolflike yellowish-brown wild dog of
Australia
10: a festivity in ancient Greece at which
competitors contended for prizes
12: annual to perennial herbs of the
Mediterranean region
14: therapy that uses a local electric current to
introduce the ions of a medicine into the tissues
15: type genus of the Laridae
16: talk pompously
19: Greenwich Mean Time updated with leap
seconds
20: last or greatest in an indefinitely large
series
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21: the New Year in Vietnam; observed for
three days after the first full moon after January
20th
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